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NMR and Mössbauer study of spin dynamics and electronic structure
of Fe2¿xV1ÀxAl and Fe2VGa
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In order to assess the magnetic ordering process in Fe2VAl and the related material Fe2VGa, we have carried
out nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! and Mössbauer studies.27Al NMR relaxation measurements covered
the temperature range 4–500 K in Fe21xV12xAl samples. We found a peak in the NMR spin-lattice relaxation
rate, 27(T1

21), corresponding to the magnetic transitions in each of these samples. These peaks appear at 125
K, 17 K, and 165 K forx50.10, 0, and -0.05, respectively, and we connect these features with critical slowing
down of the localized antisite defects. Mo¨ssbauer measurements for Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa showed lines with no
hyperfine splitting, and isomer shifts nearly identical to those of the corresponding sites in Fe3Al and Fe3Ga,
respectively. We show that a model in which local band filling leads to magnetic regions in the samples, in
addition to the localized antisite defects, can account for the observed magnetic ordering behavior.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.224425 PACS number~s!: 75.20.En, 76.60.Jx, 76.80.1y, 71.20.Lp
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, much attention has been focused on in
mogeneous magnetic materials and on their implication
both technological applications and fundamental phys
Granular ferromagnets have been widely investigated s
the discovery of giant magnetoresistance~GMR! in these
alloys.1,2 GMR in granular alloys is associated with the sp
dependent scattering of conduction electrons by disorde
magnetic clusters, while in ordered compounds GMR may
associated with scattering from thermal disorder nearTc .3

The Heusler alloys Fe21xV12xAl and Fe21xV12xGa are or-
dered intermetallics which exhibit GMR nearTc ,4,5 although
in addition to thermal disorder, localized magnetic clust
play a prominent role in these materials, even for the no
nally nonmagnetic compositionx50.6,7 There has been con
siderable interest in understanding the role of these clus
for the magnetic transitions, and the unusual electronic
havior associated with these materials.8–10

Both Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa have been shown to be sem
metallic and intrinsically nonmagnetic, via electronic stru
ture calculations11–15 NMR measurements,7,16,17 and optical
measurements.18,19 These materials adopt the Heusler stru
ture (L21 , or cF16 #225, AlCu2Mn-type!, having a bcc-
based lattice in which each Fe (8c position! has four V and
four Al or Ga near-neighbors. Complete substitution by
on the V sites (4b positions! produces the Fe3Al structure,
DO3. Fe3Al is a metallic ferromagnet in which both Fe site
carry a magnetic moment.20 In Fe21xV12xAl Tc goes mono-
tonically to zero asx goes to zero,9 although Fe2VAl exhibits
a sample-dependent low-temperature transition which m
be residual ferromagnetism10,21 or a superparamagneti
freezing temperature.7,19 Furthermore in Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa
localized magnetic defects have been observed and as
ated with Fe antisites,6,12,15 while there is also evidence fo
larger magnetic clusters in the materials.7,19 No magnetic
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splitting was observed in Mo¨ssbauer studies near the Fe2VAl
composition,10,22,23while the dominance of defects and clu
ters makes a percolative behavior seem likely.

In order to better understand the local magnetic proper
and their changes with composition, we have underta
NMR and Mössbauer shift studies, providing informatio
about on-site electron densities and the local magnetic c
figurations of Fe2VAl, Fe2VGa, and the mixed composition
Fe21xV12xAl. In previous NMR studies reported by two o
us,16,24 the lineshapes were shown to be sensitive probe
the magnetic defects in Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa, while 51V Ko-
rringa relaxation was used to characterize the electro
structure in the region of the semimetallic gap. Here we
port measurements of non-Korringa27Al relaxation behavior
nearTc in Fe21xV12xAl, for compositions bracketing thex
50 phase. We show that relaxation peaks nearTc , together
with the lineshapes for these compositions, give a consis
picture of the behavior of antisite defects in this materi
The relaxation peaks are due to the critical slowing down
these magnetic defects, and we show that the magnetic d
density tracks the Fe content for the Fe-rich compositi
Furthermore, in57Fe Mössbauer results we identify the iso
mer shifts for 8c sites in Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa to differ very
little from those of the corresponding Fe sites in Fe3Al and
metastable Fe3Ga. Thus while the 4b-site Fe content
changes, the local electronic structure is relatively little
fected by the composition change.

II. EXPERIMENT

Samples used for all measurements were a portion of
same ingots used in previous NMR~Refs. 7,16,24! and spe-
cific heat6 measurements. These are polycrystalline samp
prepared by arc melting. Ingots were annealed in vacuum
800 or 1000 °C, then 400 °C, followed by furnace coolin
X-ray powder analysis on all samples showed the expec
©2003 The American Physical Society25-1
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L21 structure, and microprobe analysis confirmed these to
single-phase. Larger lattice constants were found for the n
stoichiometric Fe21xV12xAl compositions, similar to those
reported in the literature.8,9,25

NMR experiments were performed at fixed field using
9-T homebuilt pulse NMR spectrometer describ
elsewhere.16 27Al NMR spectra for all samples were detecte
near 99 MHz. Ingots were powdered to an approxim
100–200mm particle size. These powders mixed wi
granular quartz were placed in thin walled plastic vials
4–300 K measurements, and Teflon tubes for high temp
ture purposes. Both sample holders show no observable27Al
NMR signals.

57Fe Mössbauer measurements were obtained usin
57Co source in Pd matrix, at ambient temperature, driven
the triangle mode. Results were least-squares fitted u
Voigt lineshapes, with shifts referenced toa-Fe. The instru-
mental broadening was small, as estimated from a Sod
Nitroprusside calibration sample; the reported linewid
were corrected for this term.

III. RESULTS

27Al room-temperature NMR powder patterns for th
Fe21xV12xAl compounds are shown in Fig. 1, measured
spin-echo integration versus frequency. We found relativ
narrow NMR linewidths for Fe2VAl and Fe1.95V1.05Al, al-
though the latter exhibits an anisotropic line, presumably
to different neighbor configurations in the mixed alloy. T
Fe2.1V0.9Al compound, however, shows a significantly broa
ened 27Al spectrum, which can be attributed to strong loc
magnetism, corresponding to the bulk magnetism obser
for x.0.8,9

The 4a Al sites in Fe2VAl have cubic site symmetry, and
hence no quadrupole broadening for27Al NMR in the ideal

FIG. 1. Room temperature27Al NMR powder patterns for
Fe21xV12xAl with x50.10, 0, and -0.05, respectively.
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case. However, from pulse-angle studies we determined
the satellite transitions are broadened and made unobserv
by random defects, leaving a central line only (1/2↔-1/2
transition!. This is typical behavior for dilute alloys,26 even
for the small defect densities found in stoichiomet
Fe2VAl. In a previous NMR study7 of Fe2VAl ~same ingot as
the presentx50 sample!, 27Al and 51V linewidths were
found to be identical, and to have a Curie-law temperat
dependence with a limiting high-temperature intrinsic wid
of 3 kHz. The temperature-dependence is characteristic
broadening by local moments, and was shown to be con
tent with the presence of magnetic antisite defects.7 Clearly
for the xÞ0 cases the larger linewidths~Fig. 1! must be
caused by inhomogeneous broadening due to the larger
fect density in these alloys. From limited temperatu
dependence studies we observed the nonstoichiom
samples to have linewidths increasing with decreasing t
perature, as would be expected. We measured the spin-
T2 and observed a weak temperature increase at low t
peratures, to a value of 210ms at 4 K for x50, consistent
with the freezing-in of local fields as the system go
through its spin freezing at low temperatures.7 Maksimov
et al.10 have similarly seen a suppression of dynamic rel
ation processes at the spin freezing point, in amSR study.

The antisite-defect dynamics are manifested much m
clearly in the27Al T1 , rather than theT2 , and this provides
a powerful tool to investigate the spin dynamics. The51V T1
exhibits Korringa behavior at low temperatures, indicati
that conduction electrons dominate the relaxation of t
nucleus. However, the27Al T1 was previously noted to ex
hibit non-Korringa relaxation in Fe2VAl. 16,24 Here we report
results of a detailed study showing a clearT1

21 peak for
Fe2VAl, and similar behavior in thexÞ0 materials. Results
are shown in Fig. 2 by squares, triangles, and diamonds
x50.10, 0, and -0.05, respectively. Rates were measure
inversion recovery, using the integral of the spin echo f
Fourier transform, irradiating the central portion of the27Al
line. For the recovery of the central transition, theT1’s were
extracted by fitting to multiexponential curves27 appropriate
for magnetic relaxation of theI 55/2 27Al central transition.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of27Al relaxation rates in
Fe21xV12xAl, indicated by triangles, circles, and diamonds forx
50.10, 0, and -0.05, respectively.
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T1
21 maxima indicate the critical slowing down of th

local field fluctuations at the nuclear sites.28,29 We find that
27(T1

21) passes through a maximum at 125 K, 17 K, and 1
K for Fe2.1V0.9Al, Fe2VAl, and Fe1.95V1.05Al, respectively.
On further cooling, 27(T1

21) drops rapidly in all samples
These peaks correspond to susceptibility peaks observe
the same samples.7 For Fe2.1V0.9Al this peak corresponds to
ferromagnetic ordering temperature, while for Fe2VAl the
transition may be a superparamagnetic freezing temperat7

It is not entirely clear why no peak was observed
51(T1

21), although for the latter, the presence ofd orbitals
significantly enhances the Korringa relaxation process, w
a small RKKY term might also contribute and be importa
for 51V.

Room-temperature Mo¨ssbauer measurements for bo
Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa yielded single lines, as shown in Fig.
The data are shown in the figure, along with the least-squ
fitting curves. In both cases, a good fit was obtained usin
single Voigt-broadened line. The two linewidths thus det
mined are identical, and slightly larger than the natural wi
for Fe. Parameters from these fits are given in Table I. T
widths given in the table are excess values over the nat
width for Fe. These small widths indicate a relative lack
inhomogeneous broadening, showing these samples t
well-ordered in the Heusler structure, with very similar
site occupancies. Also shown in the table are isomer sh
for Fe3Al and Fe3Ga, from Lin et al.30 and Kawamiya
et al.,31 respectively. There have been a number of Mo¨ss-
bauer studies of the stable compound Fe3Al, 20,30,32,33while
for Fe3Ga the DO3 structure is metastable, and quench
samples were used to obtain the referenced values. Fin
for comparison, values for the vanadium Knight shift and
cubic lattice constant of Fe2VAl and Fe2VGa are shown in

FIG. 3. Room-temperature Mo¨ssbauer spectra for Fe2VAl and
Fe2VGa. Least-squares fits are superposed on the data. Veloc
are relative to the source.
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the table. These values are quite close, indicating the s
larity of these two materials.

IV. DISCUSSION

Previously, the temperature dependences of the27Al and
51V linewidths in Fe2VAl were fit using the analytical results
of Walstedt and Walker34 for dipolar broadening due to ran
dom local-moment spins. Taking the local moments to
antisite defects of 3.7mB as obtained from specific hea
measurements,6 this fit yielded a defect concentration ofc
50.0045,7 per formula unit, which compares favorably wit
the valuec50.0037 obtained from specific heat. In the dilu
limit, the line shape for this mechanism will be Lorentzia
with identical widths for27Al and 51V, as indeed observed in
Fe2VAl. 7 These results gives confidence that the broaden
mechanism and the defect concentration are well underst
Note that several groups have identified the presence
large-moment clusters in addition to the antisite local m
ments in Fe2VAl, 7,19 however these turn out to have a mu
smaller contribution to the Fe2VAl NMR linewidth.7

For dipolar broadening in NMR, in the dilute limit on
finds that the Lorentzian line has a width proportional toc.34

From the data of Fig. 1 we find that thex50.10 sample
exhibits a half-width 17 times larger than that of thex50
sample. Nominally this implies an antisite concentration
x50.10 of c50.077 per formula unit, and although th
value is outside the dilute limit where the analytic expre
sions are no longer exact, this provides an approximate e
mate of the density of local defects. This sample containc
50.10 excess Fe per formula unit, so the model descri
here shows that a sizable portion~possibly all! of the excess
Fe is distributed as random defects on V sites, rather t
clustered within the sample.

NMR spin-lattice relaxation due to an uncorrelated pop
lation of local moments has been treated by seve
authors.29,35–38If nuclear spin-diffusion is not important, th
relaxation function is a stretched exponential,s(t)

ies

TABLE I. Measured Mo¨ssbauer isomer shifts and widths, alon
with NMR Knight shifts and lattice parameters. Room-temperat
isomer shifts (d) and line widths (s) are listed. Isomer shifts are
quoted relative to ana-Fe reference. Vanadium Knight shifts (KV)
are low-temperature values. Wyckoff positions labels are given
the DO3 lattice ~equivalent to the L21 labels!.

Material a ~nm! Site d ~mm/s! s ~mm/s! KV (%)

Fe2VAl 0.576b 8c 0.058~5!a 0.054~5!a 0.61b

Fe3Al 8c 0.05c

4b 0.19c

Fe2VGa 0.577b 8c 0.161~5!a 0.054~5!a 0.59b

Fe3Ga 8c 0.18d

4b 0.28d

aThis work.
bReference 7.
cReference 30.
dReference 31.
5-3
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}exp2(t/t1)
1/2, due to an inhomogeneous distribution of l

cal relaxation rates. For a concentrationn per unit volume of
effective momentsp, the exponential factor is,36

t1
2150.84

pmBgnn

Av
S vtc

11v2tc
2D 1/2

, ~1!

where v is the NMR frequency, and a single Debye-ty
correlation timetc has been assumed to apply to the lo
moments. At a temperature wheretc5v, a maximum occurs
in Eq. ~1!, giving t1

2150.19 s21 for our x50 sample, using
the valuesp53.7 andn57.631019 cm23 ~corresponding to
c50.0037), values taken from the specific he
measurement7 and described above. A distribution of corr
lation times will give a somewhat lower peak value. In o
T1

21 measurements, for each temperature the signal am
tude was measured over one or two decades of reco
time, and a best fit was made to the three-exponentiI
55/2 magnetic relaxation function for central transitio
inversion-recovery.27 For central-transition measuremen
the stretched-exponential curve for local-moment relaxa
should be convoluted with the sameI 55/2 multiexponential.
From numerical plots we found that such a convolution
nearly indistinguishable from the three-exponential recov
curve if t15T1 over about one decade of recovery time. T
peak value observed forx50 ~Fig. 2! is T1

2150.13 s21, in
good agreement with the value 0.19 s21 obtained from the
model described here. Therefore, just as for the line sha
the density of local moments obtained independently,
attributed to antisite defects, is in good quantitative agr
ment with the observed27T1

21 peak value in thex50
sample.

Local-moment relaxation of this type scales withn @Eq.
~1!, exact in the limit of dilute moments#. From the data in
Fig. 2, the peak value ofT1

21 is found to be 17 times large
for thex50.10 sample than for thex50 sample. This is the
same ratio as found for the linewidths, thus giving quant
tive consistency with the model, showing that the excess
act as local moments fluctuating independently in the pa
magnetic regime at this concentration. The peaks observe
T1

21 coincide with maxima in the ac susceptibility,39 and
therefore correspond to magnetic transitions in the samp
The relaxation peaks can be attributed to critical slow
down of the local moment dynamics at these transition te
peratures. Maxima in themSR longitudinal relaxation rate
were also observed by Maksimov,et al.10 attributed to the
same mechanism.

For thex520.05 sample the density of local moments
smaller than for thex50.10 sample; this can be seen fro
both the NMR linewidth and the peak value of27T1

21. On
the other hand, the transition temperature for this sampl
the largest of the three. Of course, the local moment den
might be expected to be smaller since there is no Fe exce
this sample. Thus, the moment density does not necess
correlate withTc in this material. Indeed, as has been poin
out previously,10 the local moment density is below the pe
22442
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colation limit in all of these samples, and thus it is not se
sible that the magnetic transitions are driven solely by
interaction of these moments.

Another feature identified in Fe2VAl is the presence of a
more dilute set of large moments.7,19 These were shown pre
viously to induce superparamagnetic behavior in Fe2VAl, 7

although their contribution to the NMR linewidth is sma
The spin-lattice relaxation time will also not be affected
these moments, since they will be saturated in the measu
magnetic field. Since no second phase was observed in e
tron microprobe measurements, we propose that the l
moments are ferromagnetic regions in the Heusler lat
having enhanced conduction electron density, perhaps a
ciated with variations in Fe concentration. Indeed, Fe2VAl is
a semimetal, but with increasingx becomes ferromagnetic
its metallic bands becoming occupied.9,24 The interaction of
locally ferromagnetic regions can lead to superparamagn
freezing in Fe2VAl, while with increasingx these regions
percolate, leading to ferromagnetic ordering. According
the values obtained earlier,7 the 17 K T1

21 peak for x50
must be due to field polarization of the antisite spins, wh
the higher-temperature peaks forxÞ0 must be due to antisite
defects which are coupled by band electrons.

With sufficient Fe concentration Fe21xV12xAl will ap-
proach Fe3Al, in which the 8c sites carry a moment, in ad
dition to the 4b sites ~antisites for Fe2VAl). 20 Mössbauer
measurements give us a measure of the electronic struc
changes involved in this behavior. We have found~Table I!
that the isomer shift for Fe2VAl is nearly identical to that of
the corresponding 8c site in Fe3Al. A similar result is seen
for Fe2VGa and Fe3Ga. A large change in average isom
shift was found vs V substitution by Shobakiet al.,23 but this
can be attributed to a change in Fe site occupation. Since
most important contribution to the isomer shift is due to t
on-site s-electron concentration, clearly very little electro
transfer intos-orbits is involved in the substitution of Fe fo
V. We conclude that at least in this regard, the Fe local e
tronic structure is not substantially changed by the chang
its neighbors from V to Fe. We picture the addition of F
leading to the filling ofd-bands in a manner rather like tha
of a rigid band model.

The isomer shift for Fe3Ga is significantly different from
that of Fe3Al. This seems surprising given the close simila
ity of the two materials. For example, the vanadium Knig
shifts quoted in Table I are nearly identical, and these m
sure the orbital susceptibility of thed-bands in the two ma-
terials. However, large isomer shifts have also been obse
in Fe3Ga4 .40 Apparently the larger Ga atom leads to mo
covalent bonding, thus stabilizingp and d orbitals relative
to s.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A measurement of the27Al NMR line shapes and spin
lattice relaxation in Fe21xV12xAl showed that a consisten
measure of the local moment density and dynamics could
obtained. Forx50.10, the local moment density is approx
mately equal to the excess Fe concentration. This densi
below the percolation limit, although the material has a f
5-4
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romagnetic transition. The development of a metallic ba
can explain this transition. Mo¨ssbauer measurements sho
that little change in Fe local electronic structure accompan
the change from semimetallic Fe2VAl to ferromagnetic
Fe3Al, with a similar result found for Fe2VGa.
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